
Design candles with Candle Liner
Instructions No. 2328

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 2 Hours

Designing candles is great fun and looks great too. In this tutorial we will show you how to easily decorate
these pretty candles with candle liners.

Candle with mandala
1. Carve the motif into the candle with a bamboo skewer or transfer it with a sublimate pencil. 

2. paint the motif with different coloured candle liners and let everything dry. We have chosen small dots here.

3. Decorate the top of the candle with a golden candle liner. 

Candle with maple leaf
1. Print out the free motif template, cut out the motif and transfer it to the candle with a sublimation pen. 

2. Draw the contours with a golden candle liner and let everything dry. 

3. Roughly draw the sections for the dots with the sublimation pencil. 

4. Apply the dots with the candle liners and leave to dry. 

Decorate the candle holders

1. Paint the VBS glass candle holders with Maya Stardust. For a strong colour result, apply 3-4 coats. The colour should be
completely dry before the next layer of colour is painted on. 

2. Place the finished candles on the coasters and arrange on the table, dresser or windowsill.

Must Have



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

490559-03 Candle LinerCherry Red 1

501897-04 Pillar candle flat head 150/60mmWhite 1

490535 Pillar candle "Round" 1

756846-08 Viva Decor Maya StardustGold 1

347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1

Candle Liner, Cherry Red

3,79 €
RRP 3,99 €
(1 l = 151,60 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/candle-liner-a52542/
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